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Abstract
Spin-split heavy-hole gases in strained germaniumquantumwells were characterized by polarisation-
resolved terahertz time-domain spectroscopy. Effectivemasses, carrier densities, g-factors, transport
lifetimes,mobilities andRashba spin-splitting energies were evaluated, giving quantitative insights
into the influence of strain. The Rashba coefficient was found to lower for samples with higher biaxial
compressive strain, while heavy-holemobilities were enhanced to over ´1.5 106 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 3 K.
This highmobility enabled the observation of the optical quantumHall effect at terahertz frequencies
for spin-split two-dimensional heavy-holes, evidenced as plateaux in the transversemagnetoconduc-
tivity at even and oddfilling factors.

Introduction

The spin–orbit interaction (SOI) gives rise to fascinating physical phenomena, and offers potential application in
spintronic devices as it can lift spin degeneracy even at zero externalmagnetic field [1]. The SOI can arise from
bulk or structural inversion asymmetries (BIA or SIA, respectively). The SIA is particularly interesting as it can be
provided inmodulation-doped heterostructures, and can be controlled by applying an external electric field or
by changing the doping density. Two-dimensional hole gases (2DHGs) in strainedGe quantumwells (sGe-
QWs) are attractive systems for spintronics due to their compatibility with CMOS technology and finite SO
effects, driven by theRashba SOI [2–4]. Furthermore, asmobilities can approach or exceed 106 cm2 V−1 s−1 in
strainedGe [5, 6], exoticmany-body effects such as the quantumHall effect (QHE) [3] and the fractionalQHE
[7, 8] have been observed in a dc electric field.

InGe quantumwells with -Si x1 Gex buffer layers the degeneracy of the heavy hole (HH) and light hole (LH)
valence bands is lifted by strain, giving an energy difference = -∣ ∣E E EHH,LH HH LH at zerowavevector [9, 10],
andmakingHHs lighter. The Rashba SOI further lifts the degeneracy ofHHs and LHs, [2, 11] giving spin-split
states even at zeromagnetic fieldB, with an energy that depends on odd-powers of the in-planewavevector k. As
opposed to the k-linear Rashba SOI experienced by conduction band electrons and LHs, forHHs the Rashba SOI
contributes with a k-cubic dependence, leading to a different effectivemagnetic field. The energy difference
between spin-up and spin-down states is bD = k2 F

3, whereβ is the cubic Rashba coefficient, pr=k 2F 2D is

the Fermiwavevector, and r2D is the carrier sheet density. Since b µ ( )E1 HH,LH
2, strain also plays an important

role in determining properties for spintronic applications [2].
Intriguingly, recent years have shown an ac analogue of theQHEwhen a dcmagnetic fieldB and the ac

electric field of light are perpendicular: the optical quantumHall effect (OQHE). A numerical study of the
dynamical response [12] predicted plateaux-like features in the transverse (off-diagonal)magnetoconductivity
s w( )B,xy at THz frequencies, at integer values of the filling factor n r= h eB2D . Experimentally, plateaux in
s w( )xy or in the Faraday rotation angle have beenwitnessed only for electrons inGaAs heterostructures [13, 14]
or forDirac fermions in graphene [15]. In this project we established and investigated the physics of theOQHE
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forHHs in strained germanium. Important distinctions about this system in comparison to previous studies are
that: (i) the Rashba SOI can contribute in sGe, whereas it is negligible in theOQHE systems reported so far [13–
15], (ii) the Zeeman energy m*m g BJ B is larger forHHs (which havemagnetic quantumnumber = m 3 2J )
than for electrons ( = m 1 2J ) for the same effective g-factor g*, (iii) the strength of the Rashba energyΔ and
Zeeman energy are closely linked to the strain, and (iv) the valence band structure of sGe ismore strongly non-
parabolic than that of theGaAs conduction band.

In this workwe used polarisation-resolved THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) to study high
mobility 2DHGs in sGe-QWs in the quantumHall regime. A comparisonwith aGaAs/AlGaAs 2DEGpermitted
HHs to be uniquely identified by the ellipticity of the transmitted THz radiation. In contrast to our previous
work, which examined the longitudinal conductivity of lowermobility samples with lower strain [4], here we
report strain-enhanced lifetimeswithmobilities exceeding ´1.5 106 cm2 V−1 s−1. The study of s w( )B,xy from
the complex Faraday spectra allowed the direct observation of theOQHE for 2DHHs, via distinct plateaux in sxy

near integer filling factors. A qualitative difference between samples with different well thicknesses is the
presence or absence of plateaux at odd ν. This difference is linked to the contrasting Landau fan dispersions that
result fromdifferent g-factors. Thewidth of theOQHEplateaux for 2DHGs is comparedwith literature results
forGaAs/AlGaAs 2DEGs. An experimental oscillation in the cyclotron resonancewidthwithmagnetic field is
ascribed to the changing Landau level (LL) occupancy, as suggested by amodel of the joint density of states
(JDOS). Finally, the enhanced strain lowers the Rashba interaction strengthΔ as a consequence of an increased
HH–LH splitting energy.

Experimentalmethod

Modulation-doped Si0.3 Ge0.7/Ge/ Si0.3 Ge0.7 heterostructures were grown using anASMEpsilon 2000RC-
CVD reactor, with 1.3% in-plane compressive strain [6]. Samples are labelled as Ge-10nmandGe-20 nm, in
accordancewith the thickness of eachGeQW.Holes are supplied by a boron-doped SiGe layer (dopant density
2× 1018 cm−3). The low doping ensures that only theHH subband is occupied. Details of theGaAs/AlGaAs
sample ( ´4 30 nm QWs) can be found in [16]. Polarisation-resolved THz-TDSwas performed by generating
linearly polarised THz pulses using an interdigitatedGaAs emitter photoexcited by femtosecond pulses from a
Ti:sapphire laser oscillator. Awire grid polariser was placed after the THz emitter. THz pulses were focused on
samples placed in a superconductingmagnet in the Faraday geometry, where = -B 0.0 7.5Twas applied
along the growth axis in 0.1 T steps, and atT=3 K. To investigate the longitudinal and transverse response of
HHs to an ac electric field, the orthogonal components of the THz radiationwere probed using electro-optic
samplingwith a 〈111〉-oriented ZnTe crystal [17, 18]. This directly yields the complex transverse conductivity
s w( )B,xy (Hall response) and longitudinal conductivity s w( )B,xx .

Infigure 1(a) the x- and y-components (E Ex y ) of the transmitted THz pulse through theGaAs/AlGaAs
sample atB=0 T are shown in the time domain. For 2D electronic systems under amagnetic field CR
absorption arises from transitions between occupied LLs ñ∣N and unoccupied LLs + ñ∣N 1 . The selection rule is
such that there are cyclotron resonance active (CRA) and inactive (CRI)modes E , where±denote right and
left-handed light. Under an appliedmagnetic field the Faraday effect alters the amplitude, phase and polarisation
of the transmitted THz pulse because of the different absorption coefficients and refractive indices of the CRA
andCRImodes E [19].

TheCR response can be resolved in the time domain by subtracting the transmitted THz electric field at
B=0 T from that at finiteB, i.e. = -( ) ( ) ( )E B t E B t E t, , 0,x y x y x y,

CR
, , . Examples of the CR response in the time

domain for theGaAs/AlGaAs and theGe-20 nm samples are given in figures 1(b) and (c). Beating effects are
clearly visible in Ex

CR and Ey
CR, as a consequence ofmultiple transitionswith different frequencies [4]. In contrast

to our previous work [4], which just examined Ex
CR, the additional knowledge of Ey

CR allows the definitive

identification of the type of quasiparticle undergoing CR. The total CR-waveforms = +( )t E x E yE x y
CR CR CR ,

shown asmulticoloured lines infigures 1(b) and (c), are elliptically polarisedwith opposite helicity (arrows) for
the 2DEG and the 2DHG. This is because theCRAmodes for electrons areCRI for holes, as a consequence of the
opposite sense of cyclotron rotation due to the opposite sign in the effectivemass [20].

The time-domain datawere Fourier transformed, and then converted to a circular basis set using
= ( ) ( ( ) ( ))E B E B E B1 2 ix y . This then permits the real and imaginary components of the complex

Faraday angle [21] w q w h wQ = +( ) ( ) ( )B B B, , i ,F F to be found. The transmitted pulse is rotated by the
Faraday angle q = -+ -( ( ) ( ))E Earg arg 2F , while the ellipticity is h = - ++ - + -(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣) (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣)E E E E [22]. To
rule out any contribution to qF and η atB=0Tdue to the small butfinite ellipticity of the incident pulse
(figure 1(a)), we considered q q qD = - =( ) ( )B B 0F F F and h h hD = - =( ) ( )B B 0 . Determining the
complex Faraday angle wDQ ( )B,F is important for studies of theOQHE, as the transverse
magnetoconductivity can be readily determined from:
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w q w h w s wDQ = D + D =( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )B B B
Z

n
B, , i ,

2
, , 1xyF F

0

where n is the refractive index of thematerial sandwiching the confined carriers and = WZ 3770 . Hence, the
ellipticity change hD corresponds to the imaginary part of sxy, and qD F to the real part of sxy.

Infigures 1(d)–(f) the ellipticity change hD is shown for all samples in themagneticfield range 0–7.4 T. For
theGaAs sample (figure 1(d)) the resonancewith frequency proportional toB and hD < 0 is ascribed to theCR
of the 2DEG. The blue branch (above 1 THz frequency) corresponds to hydrogenic 1s–2p+ transitions of donor-
bound electrons in the n-type substrate, while the red region results fromhydrogenic 1s–2p− transitions [23].
These contributions have opposite ellipticity because theB-field lifts the degeneracy of the 2p excited states for
donor-bound electrons in the substrate. Infigures 1(e) and (f), the positive hD is assigned to theCRs of the
2DHGwithin theGe quantumwell. The opposite signwith respect to that for theGaAs 2DEG shows that holes
are the dominant charge carrier in the sGe-QWs. TheHHvalence band of strainedGe is non-parabolic, and the
Zeeman effect results in spin-split CRs at highB, while at allB the Rashba interaction can split spin-up to spin-up
and spin-down to spin-downCR energies [4, 11, 24].

Carrier density and effectivemass

In order to know themagnetic field at which to expect quantumHall plateaux the carrier density r2D of the
2DHGwas found accurately. In this sectionwe describe twomethods to obtain r2D fromTHz-TDS. Firstly, the
experimental longitudinal conductivity s s s= ¢ + ixx xx xx was obtained from the transmission

w w w=( ) ( ) ( )T B E B E, , 0,xx xx xx using s = -( )n Z T2 1 1xx xx0 , whereExx is the transmitted THzfield along
x for an incident pulse along x [25]. The real part of sxx was then used to determine the sheet density via the sum
rule: [26]

òr
p

ws w= ¢ ( ) ( )
*m

e

2
d . 2

f

f

xx2D
sum THz

2
1

2

Here, *mTHz is an estimate of the effectivemass given by a linearfit to theCR frequencies for B 3T. The
frequency interval ( f f,1 2) can be varied tomatch a particular transition, for instance as required to isolate the

Figure 1. (a)Orthogonal components Ex, Ey of the transmitted THz pulse through theGaAs/AlGaAs sample (black lines), and the
total waveform (multicoloured lines), atB=0 T. (b) and (c)CRwaveforms of theGaAs/AlGaAs and theGe-20 nm samples,
respectively, showing different helicity (arrows). (d), (e) and (f)Ellipticity h sD µ ( )Im xy for the three samples showing different
transitions. Split-CRs are resolved for theGe-20 nmandGe-10 nm samples.
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2DEG response of theGaAs/AlGaAs sample from the hydrogenic transitions in the substrate. For this sample,
the obtained effectivemasswas m0.069 0, and the electron density was ´4.4 1011 cm−2, in excellent agreement
with devicemagnetotransportmeasurements [16], validating this procedure. Hole sheet densities within theGe-
QWswere averaged for data in themagnetic field rangewithout well resolved split-CRs ( B 3.5 T). The
obtained values of *mTHz and r2D

sum are reported in table 1: themasses are similar, and the densities are
comparable.

The sheet density can be alternatively evaluated, togetherwith theCR-frequencies and lifetimes, by fitting
qD F and hD , which are linked to the real and imaginary parts of s w( )xy [13, 21]. Here, theDrude–Lorentz

transversemagnetoconductivity was assumed [27], given by s w w w t w= å + -( ) ( (( ) )A ixy i i c i i c i,
2

,
2 , where

theåi considers different CR-transitions having angular frequencies wc i, and lifetime ti. The ith amplitude is
given by r= *A e mi i i2D,

2 , where e is the carrier charge, *mi the cyclotronmass (from w=*m eBi c i, ) and r i2D,

is the sheet density involved in the ith CR. Parameters from frequency-domain fits were validated by time-
domain fits [4, 28], which can for instance givemore accurate lifetimes if experimental timewindows are
comparable to ti.

Fits to hD for theGaAs 2DEG’s CR (figure 1(d))used n=3.6 in equation (1). As a proof of the reliability of
the adoptedmodel, an electron density of r = ´ -4.5 102D

11 cm−2 per quantumwell was found, in good accord
with the sum-rule result above. Infigure 2, the experimental CRs in the time domain for the sGe-QWs, together
with hD and qD F (coloured lines) andfits (black lines)using n=3.8 [29], are shown at variousB. The total
sheet density for theGe samples, r2D

THz, averaged in themagnetic field range  B1.5 3.5T, is in linewith r2D
sum,

as reported in table 1.
A different evolution of theCRswithB is observable by comparing theGe-20 nmandGe-10 nm samples. At

B=3.0 T the ellipticity hD of the 20 nmwell displays a prominent shoulder at high frequency. This appears for
>B 2.0 T and is still present at 4.5 Twhere hD consists of three resonances. On the other hand, theGe-10 nm

sample exhibits a transition fromone to two clearly resolvedCRs at 4.7 T evolving into three CRs for B 6.4T.

Table 1. Sheet carrier density evaluated from: equation (2) (r2D
sum);fits of time and frequency domain data (r2D

THz); classicalHall conductivity

(r2D
Hall). Effectivemass from: linear fit of CRs ( *mTHz);fits of theCR transition energies ( *mb ). The transport lifetime ttr was used to get the

mobility m t= *e mbtr .

r2D
sum r2D

THz r2D
Hall *mTHz *mb ttr μ

(1011 cm−2) (1011 cm−2) (1011 cm−2) ( )m0 ( )m0 (ps) (106 cm2 V−1 s - )1

Ge-10nm 13.0±0.2 13.3±0.5 13.5±0.4 0.12±0.001 0.091±0.001 75±4 1.45±0.08
Ge-20nm 12.5±0.2 12.3±0.3 13.1±0.4 0.11±0.001 0.091±0.001 79±3 1.52±0.06

Figure 2.CRwaveforms in time domain, ( )E ty
CR , ellipticity hD and Faraday angle qD in the frequency domain for theGe-10 nmand

Ge-20 nm samples. Points and coloured lines are experiment, and black lines arefits that allow s w( )B,xy , the transverse (orHall)
conductivity, to be determined.
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As the holemasses and densities are similar (table 1) this implies that anothermaterial parameter differs between
samples. In the followingwe examinewhether the Zeeman or the Rashba energies drive these differences.

Zeeman andRashba energies

To investigate further, the CR-energies from fits are reported as black circles infigures 3(a) and (b). Landau fans,
reported infigures 3(c) and (d) for spin up (blue lines) and spin down (red) levels, were calculated in order to
model the experimental CR energies, using the approach detailed in [4]. This includes the influence of the
Rashba effect, through the splitting energyΔ, and the Zeeman effect (proportional to the g-factor). The energy
dependence of the effectivemass and g-factor due to non-parabolicity was considered using

= +( )* *m m E E1 2b g and a= -( )* *g g E1
0 NP , respectively [30]. Here, *mb is theΓ-point effectivemass,Eg is

the energy gap ofGe and aNP is a non-parabolicity factor. The chemical potential mF (black lines infigures 3(c)
and (d)) jumps between different LL energies ENwhen ν is an integer, at values ofB (vertical dashed lines)
obtained considering r n=B h e2D with r r=2D 2D

THz. CRs appear and disappear at integerfilling factor ν, owing
to the evolution of the LL occupancy.

The energy of the strongest transitions in experiment (big black circles) are in agreement with the spin-
down–down (CR , red lines) and spin-up–up (CR , blue lines) transition energies between spin-split LLs.
Note that, for simplicity, we assumed δ-function LLs (width G = 0) in the Landau fan calculation, i.e. neglecting
disorder [31]. For this reason, twoCR  and twoCR  are considered in themodel becauseΓmay result in an
overlap between the last two occupied LLs, giving rise to up to four CRs (as discussed later with regard to
figure 5). Themodel will also underestimate theCR energy when the uppermost LL ismore than half occupied as
it does not include the JDOS; the LLs broadening is investigated later in the text.

Thebest agreement of themodelwith the experimentalCRs energieswas obtainedwithD = 0.4 0.2meV
and = *m m0.091 0.001b 0 for both samples. Previouslywe foundD 2.0 meVand =*m m0.103b 0 for aGe-
QWwith 0.8% strain and a similar sheet density ( ´9.7 1011 cm−2) [4]. Since the strain increases EHH,LH (theHH–
LHband energy difference at theΓpoint) andD µ ( )E1 HH,LH

2, the lower values reported in the currentwork
agreeswith the expectation thatΔdecreaseswith strain [2, 4, 9]. Themodelled g-factorswere = *g 2.8 0.5

0 and
5.0±0.5 for theGe-10 nmandGe-20 nmsamples, respectively,with anon-parabolicity constant
a = 0.025 0.005NP meV−1. As theZeeman splitting is proportional to the g-factor, sampleGe-20 nmhas a
largerZeeman energy thanGe-10 nm,with consequences for theOQHEplateaux reported later in themanuscript.

Figure 3. (a) and (b)Calculated spin down-down (red lines) and up-up (blue lines) transition energies comparedwith experiment
(solid black circles). The relative size of the black circles is proportional to the estimated carrier density of the ith CRwhile the error bar
depicts the linewidth of the resonance. Themagnetic fields at which ν is an integer are depicted as black dashed vertical lines. (c) and
(d)Calculated spin down (red lines) and spin up (blue lines) LL energies. (e) and (f)The linewidth G( )B from experiment (points) can
befitted to extract the transport lifetime ttr using p tG = * eB m2 b

2
tr (red line).
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For 0.8% strainedGe-QWswith thickness 11 nmand22 nmwe foundpreviously that g0=3.2 and7.0,
respectively [4].

The small size of the Rashba energy (Δ=0.4 meV) in the present case results in a small contribution to the
CR splitting of<0.1meV (as assessed by a comparison of the Landau fanwith andwithoutΔ), andwhich is
independent ofB.

Mobility

To verify that the sGe-QWs studied have sufficiently highmobility to enter the quantumHall regime, the
transportmobility was determined from theB-dependence of theCR linewidth tG =  THz. Here, tTHz is the
average of the different ti obtained byfitting hD , qD F and ( )E ty

CR . G( )B is shown infigures 3(e) and (f) for Ge-
10 nmandGe-20 nm. The overallmagnetic field evolution ofΓ is consistent with G µ B , as expectedwhen
themobility ismainly affected by a short-range scattering potential [32]. Thefit of this dependence, shown as
the red line, allows the extrapolation of the transport lifetime ttr andmobility [4].We estimate t = 75 4tr ps
and 79±3ps for theGe-10 nmandGe-20 nm samples, withmobilities m t= =  ´( )*e m 1.45 0.08btr

106 cm2 V−1 s−1 and  ´( )1.52 0.06 106 cm2 V−1 s−1 respectively. The highermobility than our previous
report of m ~ ´6 105 cm2 V−1 s−1 (t ~ 30tr ps) for 0.8% strainmay be linked to the larger EHH,LH. The
apparent oscillation in tTHz at different filling factorsmay be related to the variation in LL occupancy [32–34], as
the CR linewidth depends on thewidth of the unoccupied region of the final LL. This point is elucidated in the
JDOSdescription later in themanuscript.

Optical QHE

Given the highmobility and precise knowledge of the filling factor demonstrated above, we examined the
transversemagnetoconductivity for signs of theOQHE.We adopted the approach of [12, 13]where sxy was
normalised by theCR response to give s̃xy . Here, s̃xy acts as an effective density which, for highmobility 2D
systems, should showplateaux at integer values of ν similar to those seen in the dcQHE. Conversely, in the
classical limit (lowB or high ν) a straight line is expected, as s r˜ h eBxy 2D .

The evolution of s̃xy , obtained from the fits of s w( )B,xy , is shown infigure 5 for bothGe-QWs (solid circles).
The classical limit is also shown (red lines) andwas obtained using the sheet densities r =  ´13.5 0.42D

Hall

1011 cm−2 forGe-10 nmand  ´13.1 0.4 1011 cm−2 forGe-20 nm.As can be seen in table 1, these densities are
in good accordwith those from the sum-rulemethod and from fitting hD and qD F. In the limit of smaller ν
(largerB) clear plateaux are evident in s̃xy for both samples at evenfilling factors ν=10, 12 and 14. In particular,
these appear wider for theGe-20 nm samplewhile for theGe-10 nma clear plateaux is resolved at the odd filling
factor n = 11.

The observation of anOQHEplateaux at odd filling factor n = 11 implies that there is substantial spin
splitting: in the absence of spin splitting the spin up and down states are degenerate and plateaux are at even ν [4].
For instance, for a gatedGaAs 2DEG theOQHE around odd values of νwas attributed to the Zeeman effect [14].
Here, the relative weakness of the Rashba spin-splitting term suggests that the Zeeman term is responsible for the
plateaux at n = 11 inGe-10 nm. The insets infigure 4 show the evolution of mF and the LL energies with the
filling factor for both samples. A plateaux in sxy arises when mF lies inbetween two LLs, where changingB does
not change the density of occupied states. Note that forGe-10 nm, the LLs arewell spaced in energy and ν, and
hence on sweeping ν via changingB (as in the experiment) plateaux in sxy may be resolved at odd or even ν.

However for Ge-20 nm the larger effective g-factor *g
0
hasmodified the LL dispersion, and odd and even levels

are close together (within the LL linewidth, see next section). Thismay explain the lack of odd plateaux in the
experimental result forGe-20 nm:while there is awell defined jump in mF for even ν, the change is less
pronounced for odd ν and the plateaux should be correspondingly weaker, or narrower inB.

Thewidth nD of theOQHEplateaux reported infigure 4 in terms of thefilling factor ν is nD ~ 0.5 for all
the plateaux observed between n = 10 and n = 14. This is relatively large in comparison to theOQHEplateaux
widths reported for highmobility 2DEGs [13, 14]. Ikebe et al reported that nD ~ 0.05 0.1 for the THz
OQHEaround n = 2, while the dcHall plateauxwere broader ( nD ~ 0.4) [13]. Similarly, Stier et al found that
nD ~ 0.1 forOQHEplateaux in the Faraday angle (around n = 4), withwider dc plateaux [14]. The difference

between the dc andOQHEplateauxwidthwas assigned by Ikebe et al to the difference in length scales probed by
dcHallmeasurements and ac THz spectroscopy [13]. A number of factorsmay contribute to the larger nD
reported here: theOQHEplateauxwidth depends on factors that include the distance travelled by a carrier in
one oscillation period of the THz electric field, the characteristic length scale of disorder, and the LL index [13]. A
comparison to the dc plateauxwidthswas not possible for devicesmade on these samples, althoughQHE
plateaux have been seen in similar sGeQWs [3, 7, 8].
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Figure 4.Normalised opticalHall conductivity s̃xy as a function offilling factor andmagnetic field (solid circles). At integer fill factors
sxy shows evident deviations from theDrude classical limit (red lines), with plateaux around ν=10, 12, 14 (Ge-20 nm) and ν=10,
11, 12, 14 (Ge-10 nm). The insets show the evolution of the chemical potential (black line) and LLs (blue and red lines)with the filling
factor.

Figure 5. (a) and (b)Density of states (DOS) of LLs at atB=3.0 T assuming a Lorentzian shape. Arrowsmark spin-conserving
transitions between occupied andunoccupied LLs. (c) and (d) JointDOS atB=3.0 T for the transitions in (a) and (b). The black line
shows the total JDOS,while the shaded areas denote the contributions from individual transitions with different widths Gi . (e) and (f)
EvolutionwithB of the transition energies given by themaximumof the JDOS peaks. The dot size represents the amplitude of the
different contributions. Red and blue lines depict the G = 0 transition energies. (g) and (h)EvolutionwithB of themean of Gi ,
weighted by the peak intensities.Maxima appear at integer ν.
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Joint density of states

To qualitatively clarify the oscillation ofΓwithB (figures 3(e) and (f)) and the differences between the two
samples, the JDOSwas calculated from the LL fans infigures 3(c) and (d). LLswith a Lorentzian shapewere
assumed, with awidth given by the fitted G µ( )B B (red lines infigures 3(e) and (f)). A comparison between
theDOS for the two samples atB=3 T is given infigures 5(a) and (b). Adjacent odd and even LLs forGe-20 nm
overlap and, when mF crosses two adjacent LLs, four spin-conserving CR transitions are therefore allowed
(arrows infigure 5(a)). A negligible overlap results for theGe-10 nm sample infigures 5(b)where, depending on
the position of mF, only two or three (pictured)CRs can appear. The shaded areas infigures 5(c) and (d) show the
JDOS contribution for each transition. The optical conductivity is proportional to the JDOS (black line), and can
therefore exhibit shoulders or non-Lorentzian lineshapes as a result of partial LL occupancy. The two small
contributions infigure 5(c) as well as the two spin-up to spin-up transitions infigure 5(d) (blue areas), differ in
transition energy from the G = 0 case (blue and red vertical lines). The calculated JDOS infigures 5(c) and (d)
can be qualitatively comparedwith the experimental ellipticity reported infigure 2.While twoCRs are resolved
in the experimental ellipticity at B=3.0T forGe-20 nm, only one is resolved forGe-10 nm, as in the JDOS
model.

The overall trend at differentB is depicted infigures 5(e) and (f), which can be comparedwith figures 3(a)
and (b). Note that forGe-20 nm,with larger *g

0
, the JDOS of the relatively weak, higher CR energy transitions is

greater than that forGe-10 nm, in agreement with experiment. Finally,figures 5(g) and (h) illustrates themean
linewidthΓ from the JDOS calculation (where eachCR’s contribution is weighted by its amplitude) at different
B. The oscillation evident inΓ presentmaxima at integerfilling factor andminima at half-integer ν. The JDOS is
narrowest when the uppermost LL is half-full, at half-integer ν. This gives a qualitative explanation for the
oscillation in G( )B from experiment reported infigures 3(e) and (f).

Conclusion

In summary, the longitudinal and transversemagnetoconductivity of strainedGe quantumwells has been
characterized, in a non-contactmanner, bymeans of polarisation-resolved THz-TDS. An improvedmobility,
but a lower spin-splitting energy, was found in comparison toGe-QWswith lower strain. By determining the
off-diagonal component of the conductivity tensor experimentally theOQHEat terahertz frequencies was
observed for spin-split HHs states, apparent as plateaux-like structures in the normalised sxy. Samples with
different well width resulted in qualitatively differentOQHE features, as a result of the suppressed g-factor in
narrow quantumwells changing the Zeeman energy. This work expands the number ofmaterial systems known
to exhibit theOQHE, and suggests a promising future for strainedGe in fundamental and applied physics. It is
also important to undertake further experimental and theoretical studies of theOQHE to understand how
localised and delocalised states contribute.
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